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EDITOR'S NOTE 

H  ard to keep up with the ever-changing world we 
live in. Global warming threatens livelihoods, all 
things vegetation and the future of planet earth. 
The fickle economy amid the US-China trade wars 

could adversely impact global trade and shake markets.  The 
Fourth Industrial Revolution also seems to be co-conspiring, 
which could tremendously re-configure life as we knew it.

The real world calls for our attention. Let’s face it, a no-deal 
Brexit is still on our radar since we last covered the story 
when Theresa May was still the British prime minister, now, 
under the stewardship of Boris Johnson, whose prorogation 
of Parliament was recently overturned by the country’s 
Supreme Court, Brexit has remained a pain in the UK’s ailing 
economy that has already cost it billions of pounds since the 
referendum in 2016. 

This uncertainty has done the European Union (EU) no 
favours either. We keep a close watch on the story that plays 
itself out as a long game. October 31 is around the corner, 
let’s brace ourselves and see what happens. 

Then there is the great US-China trade wars with two giant 
world economies contending for the top spot not only 
trampling upon everything and everyone in their way, 
sending Wall Street and global economy into a collective 
panic. US Twitter crazed President Donald Trump hasn’t 

been a happy camper and keeps threatening tariffs increase 
on China goods, which principally affects ordinary farmers 
in the US. Additionally, the Dow Jones lost 800 points, its 
worst percentage drop of the year and fourth-largest point 
drop of all time, after bond market sends recession warning. 

This hasn’t looked good for both countries.  For this story, 
our journalist Ed Stoddard, who has a penchant for trade 
wars, delivers a fantastic read on US-China trade wars one 
that explains how this push and pull negotiations affect your 
day to day life. Since the soybeans have been major agricul-
tural commodities exported to China by US, the wars have 
shifted bilateral trade. China now gets its beans from Brazil. 
That is a lot!

But we should not despair, as there are pristine places you and 
family can still enjoy over holidays. We checked out five breath-
taking family-friendly resorts around the world – in Jamaica, 
South Africa, Egypt, Costa Rica and St. Lucia. At any five of 
these destinations you and family have a choice of exploring 
untainted sandy beaches, nestling in tropical rainforests and 
outright game spotting.  These are holidays to be enjoyed by 
all age groups. I was pleased to learn that, so will you!  

Photo: Reuters

 Ever-changing world
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Dr. Chipo Mukonza 
Dr Chipo Mukonza is a business and climate change 
researcher and green economy analyst at the Department of 
Institute of Corporate Citizenship at the University of South 
Africa. Her current research focus is on business and climate 
change, green growth transition and indicators, green entre-
preneurship and renewable energy.  @ChipoMukonza 

Dr. Sylvie Albert 
Dr Sylvie Albert, is a professor in the Faculty of Business and 
Economics at the University of Winnipeg, Canada. She is a 
strategist with more than 30 years in senior management 
roles, economic development and management consulting 
in government, not-for-profit and private sectors. She has 
published three books, multiple research articles, contributed 
to government policy and presented research papers at 
international conferences on Digitalisation and Community. 
Her new book Innovative Solutions for Creating Sustainable 
Cities, was a collaboration with internationally-renowned 
thinkers on the future of cities.  @albert_sylvie

Ed Stoddard
Ed Stoddard is a freelance journalist covering commodities. If 
he is not covering mining or the resources they take out, he’s 
a wildlife activist or likes to catch fish on the fly. He was born 
and raised in Canada’s Nova Scotia but came to South Africa 
via Lithuania in 1998 for a nine-month stint with Reuters and 
he hasn’t left. But he has not outstayed his welcome in Johan-
nesburg, where he lives with his wife Christa.  @EdStoddardZA

Moleboheng Matli
Moleboheng Matli is an entrepreneur whose expertise spreads 
across different areas. She is a trade and investment strategist, 
media proprietor and a writer who is passionate about African 
unity. Her Mmadipotwana Productions has produced more than 

20 shows for DStv on the MNet Africa Bouquet. She also runs 
Matli Holdings,  a 360 degree one stop shop focused on trade 
and investment, business development and capital raising. 
She’s also a freelance radio presenter.  @matli_mo

Thuli Magubane 
Thuli Magubane has experience in management consulting, 
corporate finance and investment banking. As an entrepreneur 
she runs a successful boutique management consultancy which 
has serviced corporates such as Absa Capital and Investec. She 
is passionate about helping other entrepreneurs succeed in their 
ventures. She also serves as a director at Benguela Global Fund 
Managers. Magubane is currently the host of My Money and 
Me on Kaya FM, a weekly radio show that focuses on personal 
finance and investment matters.  @ThuliMagubane

Tjipo Mothobi 
Tjipo Mothobi is an independent communications consultant 
and a chartered marketer with decades of experience working 
on international projects in 28 countries in Africa, Europe and 
the US. She has worked on diverse assignments providing 
technical support and implementing comprehensive social 
development programmes in both the public and private 
sectors. She is fascinated by innovative solutions to challenges 
and has a keen interest in sustainability.  @TjipoMothobi 

Radithebe Rammutle   
Radithebe Rammutle is a public and corporate finance 
data analyst. He previously worked for Government and 
Africa Business News. He is currently working on a public 
and corporate finance software app anchored on various 
business intelligence tools including Oracle database 
management system for data store, Pentaho for data manip-
ulation and Micro strategy for advanced visual analysis and 
techniques to enhance understanding of business data.

Meet our contributors
Photo:  Tashatuvango 
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The Al Boraq high-speed train line linking the cities of Tangier 
and Casablanca in Morocco was inaugurated in November  
last year by King Mohammed VI with French President 
Emmanuel Macron in attendance. And now almost a year 

later, it is running.

Colas Rail subsidiary Colas Rail Morocco, in a consortium with 
engineering company Egis Rail, won a design-build contract for 
the high-speed line. The consortium built the 182km electrified 
double track between Tangiers and Casablanca.

Fastest train line
According to Colas Rail Africa business development director 
Frédéric Priest, the railway line allows for a maximum operational 
speed of 320km/h and reduces the travelling time between 
Tangiers and Casablanca by two-and-a-half-hours.

Construction work on the project included track studies and 
construction of catenaries and two base camps. Priest said some 
of the high-speed line project key figures included two-million 
tons of ballast, 50,000 tons of rail, 700,000 sleepers, 400km of 
track and a 25kV catenary.

About 5,000 workers were involved in the project. At least 95% 
were recruited from the areas of Tangier, Casablanca and Rabat. 
Colas Rail laid 18km of rail track, 10km on the Kamsar Port site 
and 8km in Tuinguilinta. More than 75,000 tons of ballast were 
transported to the site, along with 14,500 tons of various machines 
and material.

“In Morocco, it was a legally binding solicitation. our customer, 
Morocco National Railroad administrator the oNCF Agency, requested 
that we consider the nearby combination of aptitudes by making an 
instructional hub during the task. In Africa, Colas and Colas Rail are

accustomed to working with nearby accomplices and preparing neighbourhood 
individuals on location. It is a solid duty from our side and we trust in this model,” 
said Priest. – Construction Review.  

By Alhaji

Africa’s fastest train 
line completely 
operational

BITE SIZES 

Africa’s fastest train line is fully operational. Railway 
infrastructure constructor Colas Rail, announced this. 
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Mexico is on the brink of a recession and economic 
growth in Nigeria is slowing. Meanwhile, South 
Africa’s current account deficit has widened 
alarmingly, while Brazil has become a major 

source of soybeans for the Chinese market. And the outlook 
for global economic growth has darkened.

Collateral damage extensive
These trends have one element in common: the escalating 
trade war between the world's two biggest economies, the 
US and China. It is a conflict that is far from over and the 
collateral damage will be extensive, with much of it wrought 
on middle and lower-income economies. There are also 
opportunities out there but the overall impact will almost 
certainly be negative. 

Let’s start with the outlook for global growth. The World 
Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and ratings 
agency Moody’s have all downgraded their forecasts for 
global growth. “Global growth in 2019 is expected to 
slow to 2.6%, reflecting weaker-than-expected trade and 
investment at the start of the year,” the World Bank said, 
pointedly noting that: “Risks are firmly on the downside, in 
part reflecting the possibility of a further escalation of trade 
tensions. It sees growth in emerging market and developing 
economies (EMDEs) for 2019 at a four-year low of 4%.”

The bank also said: “Growth in the East Asia and Pacific 
region is projected to slow from 6.3% in 2018 to 5.9% in 
2019-20, and to ease further to 5.8% in 2021. This will mark 
the first time since the 1997-98 Asian financial crisis that 
EAP growth dropped below 6%.” The trade tussle is one of 
the factors it cites for the taming of these tigers.  

Slower global growth
Slower global growth means the world is not obtaining the 
levels of wealth that it could have under different circum-
stances. In recent decades, robust growth has pulled 
hundreds of millions of Chinese and other Asians out of 
poverty, and much of this growth has been generated 
by trade. So any spanners thrown into the global trading 
system have a direct impact on growth, retarding the trend 
of poverty reduction in developing economies.  

The IMF, in a blog earlier this year estimated that: “At 
the global level, the additional impact of the recently 

By Ed Stoddard

Emerging and developing economies to 
suffer collateral trade war damage. 

Trade War Woes

announced and envisaged new US-China tariffs, expected 
to extend to all trade between those countries, will subtract 
about 0.3% of global gross domestic product (GDP) in the 
short term.” That may not sound like a big number, but at 
the global level it ultimately means most economies will fall 
short of their potential.

TRADE WAR

How the U.S.-China Trade War Escalated

US Trade with China

Cumulative tariffs between the  U.S.and China in 2018/19

US trade deficit with China has soared since 1985
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US DEPENDED MORE HEAVILY ON CHINA
FOR COMMODITIES TRADE IN 2017 BEFORE DISPUTE BEGAN
US exports to China (% of total) China's imports from US (% of total)
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COMMODITY TRADE FLOW DIVERSIONS
DUE TO US-CHINA TARIFFS
US commodity export  diversions after tariffs

Agriculture and petroleum products

China commodity import diversions after tariffs
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While China's tariffs on US impacted commodities trade,
US tariffs on China impacted manufactured goods

Manufacturing switched to other countries from China
Vietnam largest beneficiary gaining 7.9% of GDP
Hits plastics and petrochemicals demend in China

Sources: S&P Global Platts, US EIA. USGS, US Census Bureau, China customs data, USTR Office, Nomura Research
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Possible opportunities
The trade tensions are not without their opportunities. In 
2018, US soybean exports to China fell almost to zero after 
China imposed tariffs. The slack was taken up by Brazilian 
producers. US farmers suffered, while Brazilian farmers 
reaped additional market opportunities for their products. 
There is scope here for producers in other emerging 
economies such as South Africa’s - Pretoria and Beijing have 
excellent relations - to fill this gap as well. 

But overall, the new world of Trumpian disorder will create more 
challenges than opportunities. Oil is a prime example. The price 
of crude as of early September is down about 20% since an April 
2019 peak, largely because of mounting concerns that the trade 
war will reduce the demand for oil. This has huge implications 
for developing economies, many of which are big oil producers 
and whose growth and tax revenues and government budgets 
are all predicated on the price that the commodity fetches. This 
includes Nigeria, where growth has been slowing, and Angola, 
and new hydrocarbon plays such as Ghana and Mozambique, 
not to mention Venezuela and Brazil. 

Slowing growth in China, the world’s largest consumer of 
copper and iron ore, will also depress demand and prices 

for such commodities, with ripple effects in producing 
nations such as Zambia, Chile and South Africa. 

One silver lining has been the gold sector. The precious 
metal has raced to six-year highs above $1,500 an ounce, 
largely because of the economic uncertainties created by the 
brinkmanship around trade issues. Gold is seen as a “safe 
haven” in turbulent times, and its rise among other things, is 
a political bonus for US President Donald Trump, as much of 
his conservative Republican base is comprised of gold bulls, 
some of whom want to bring back the gold standard.

A handful of developing economies will get some benefit 
from this golden Bull Run. Ghana is now Africa’s top gold 
producer and much of its growth in recent years has been 
driven by the bullion sector. other gold producers such as 
Burkina Faso and Mali will also welcome the boost to state 
coffers that should come from a rising gold price.  

Stifled investment flows
But the uncertainty behind this will stifle investment flows, 
as it is a clear sign of growing risk aversion. And in the wide 
world of asset classes, emerging markets are generally 
regarded as risky. This has implications for emerging stock 

Brazil has become a major source of soybeans for the Chinese market. Photo: Shvadchak Vasyl 

TRADE WAR
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markets, bonds and currencies. The diversion of such flows 
was a contributing factor behind South Africa’s current 
account deficit widening to 4.0% of GDP in Q2 2019 from 
2.9% in Q1, far worse than market expectations. Emerging 
trade headwinds have also hit South Africa’s economy. 

As worrying as all of this is, the worst is still to come. In 
the most recent issue of the scholarly US periodical Foreign 
Affairs, Chad Brown of the Peterson Institute for Interna-
tional Economics and Douglas Irwin of Dartmouth College 
note that the Trump administration's hostility to the World 
Trade organisation (WTo) - an offshoot of its wider trade 
wars - has undermined its ability to be an arbiter in trade 
disputes.

“The administration has blocked appointments to the 
WTo’s Appellate Body, which issues judgments on trade 
disputes. By December, if nothing changes, there will be 
too few judges to adjudicate any new cases. When that 
happens, a dispute-settlement system that countries big 
and small, rich and poor have relied on to prevent trade 
skirmishes from turning into trade wars will disappear ... It 
is the destruction of a system that has worked to keep the 
peace in trade.”

This has broad consequences that will hurt poorer nations 
more than the rich ones.

Consequences of trade wars
“Size and economic power, not principles or rules, will 
determine the outcome of trade disputes. Such a system will 
hurt smaller, weaker countries, and could push them to align 
with more powerful ones for self-preservation,” they note.

Size and power are already asserting themselves on this 
front, with ripple effects across the global economy. This 
comes down to a battle between two giants, the US and 
China, and the friction generated is impacting everybody 
else. An inoperable trade dispute system that diminishes the 
bargaining power of developing economies; a diversion of 
capital from risky markets; depressed prices for key commod-
ities that provide the backbone for the economies of many 
developing nations; and a stifling of trade flows, which have 
done so much for so many. 

There is an African proverb that says when elephants fight, it 
is the grass that suffers. It is not just the grass. It is the entire 
surrounding ecosystem. Everything in the giants’ way gets 
trampled and uprooted.   

Ghana is now Africa's top gold producer. Photo: Georgebritton

Shell oil platform in Nigeria. Photo:  Igor Groshev
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INNOvATIONS

Elmond Khoza (31) is an innovator of Nkarhi, timepieces 
designed and manufactured in Africa. It was while 
travelling the length and breadth of Africa installing 
cutting-edge solar energy systems that the engineer 

and green economy entrepreneur found the distinctive charac-
teristics of the continent’s cities fascinating. He vowed to one 
day create a luxury brand that celebrated and paid homage to 
African cities while preserving his watchmaker father’s legacy.

The idea was hatched five years ago.  It would take Khoza 
three years of evolving designs and ideas, and two more years 
of ensuring that his watchmaking company procured quality 
components sourced in different parts of the world – South 
Africa, Japan, Hong Kong and Europe – yet designed and 
assembled by locals. Khoza’s dream is to see all components 
manufactured and beneficiated on the mineral-rich continent.

Luxury in Africa
Today every watch in the Nkarhi collection draws its features 
from the characteristics of African cities. The culture, architecture, 
soul and history of the cities, are all on display. “At Nkarhi, we 

By Tjipo Mothobi

believe that watches are a true juncture where art and luxury 
cross. our collection of timepieces seek to extract the beauty of 
African cities, infused with passion for time, watchmaking crafts-
manship and powerful aesthetics,” said Khoza. 

It is true that an apple doesn’t fall far from the tree. Khoza 
said although his father Solly Khoza is not physically involved 
in Nkarhi, he had a great part in shaping and inspiring his 
thoughts. A watchmaker himself, the older Khoza had always 
wanted his son to learn his trade from a young age, but he 
was not interested then. “Most of the lessons somehow 
stuck,” said the younger Khoza.

Timepieces architecture
Nkarhi watches feature high quality materials, precise Japanese 
movements and Italian-styled leather straps. Khoza grew up in 
Mamelodi, a township in Pretoria, SA. He is the CEo of the 
company Nkarhi, as well as the architect of the timepieces. 

He explains that two watches that were launched early in 2019 – 
TheCity of Gold and TheCapital, were designed based on how 
he saw Johannesburg and Pretoria – one is filled with gold but 
serious, while the other is playful and steeped in Dutch history.

TheCity of Gold resembles the economic hub of South Africa, 
characterised by the gold mining exploits of yesteryear. 
“Busy, sharp and striking, our TheCity of Gold timepiece 

Africa’s luxury timepieces
The intricate architecture of Nkarhi 
timepieces is well worth investing in 
because of this marvel of innovation. 
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About the architect: 
• Elmond Khoza is also the president, CEo and 

co-founder of Lamo Solar. The youth-led, results-driven 
company affords him an opportunity to contribute 
in the development of self-sustained communities, 
reliably powered by nature.

• Since Lamo Solar’s launch, Khoza has designed, 
procured and managed numerous solar PV projects. 

• During his time as a solar engineer at Hudu Solar, he 
championed major projects including the award-
winning Lincoln on the Lake PV system; The InfoTech, 
the Department of Public Enterprise PV system, one of 
the biggest PV rooftop systems in Pretoria; and the GCIS 
Building Integrated PV system – which is the first façade 
solar system of its nature in Africa, among others. 

• Khoza holds a BSc (Hons) in Electrical Engineering 
from the University of Witwatersrand and a Green 
Economy qualification from the Gordon Institute of 
Business Science at the University of Pretoria.  

Photo: Supplied by Nkarhi

features a brushed gold case and five-hand chronograph 
quartz movement. It is waterproof with Japanese movement. 
The City of Lights [Maboneng], as it is also called, boasts a 
sapphire crystal glass,” said Khoza. 

Bold, unconventional and jolly, TheCapital timepiece repre-
sents Pretoria, the country’s capital. “TheCapital watch 
design is inspired by the city’s building architecture and 
monuments, which include British, Dutch and German archi-
tecture. These are combined with the local people’s unique 
culture. Our interpretation of Pretoria features a black matt 
case and a brown strap, an embodiment of unconventional 
thinking. Also waterproof with Japanese movement, it has a 
sapphire crystal glass,” he said

All of this make for their brand uniqueness. Considering the 
architecture, workmanship and precision one would think 
the Nkarhi timepiece costs an arm and leg, yet it’s priced 
at a modest US$359. The watches offer high quality and a 
three-year guarantee, at a fair price thanks to their innovative 
direct distribution method, which cuts out the middleman. 
More of the continent’s cities will be represented in future 
launches, said Khoza. 

Khoza is also the president, CEo and co-founder of Lamo 
Solar. How does he balance time between Nkarhi and Lamo 
Solar? “I believe that at the centre of entrepreneurship is 

solving societal problems, and if the problem is big enough, 
there will be time allocated to it. With that said, we have 
built a great team at Lamo Solar. My business partner 
Tshibvumo Sikhwivhilu is doing a great job of leading the 
charge. So, I share myself well at both entities.”   
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Once describes as a dark and hopeless continent, 
Africa has transformed its narrative to that of 
a “Rising Continent” with immense potential. 
Economic benefits emanating from vast opportu-

nities on the continent across sectors such as agriculture and 
agro-processing, energy, mining, oil and gas, ICT and infra-
structure development, to list but a few, have changed how 
the world views Africa. 

SA expansion into Africa
South Africa has not been an exception to how global 
economies have positioned themselves as potential trade 
partners with other economies on the continent. The focus 
on the rest of Africa, coupled with limited domestic benefits, 
compelled South African businesses to expand and seek 
opportunities across borders. 

This trajectory resulted in the rise of Africa as a leading trade 
partner to South Africa, with export growth averaging 19% 
annually during the last two decades. The 19% annual growth 
surpasses the target set by the National Development Plan 
(NDP) for exports to grow by 6% annually, albeit only for Africa. 

over the years, the rest of Africa gradually overtook and 
replaced traditional export destinations such as Europe and the 
US as preferred markets for South African goods and services 
as well as Asia in 2009 and 2015, respectively. 

In light of the prominence of the rest of Africa as a rising and 
potential trade partner, the former Department of Trade and 
Industry Minister, Dr Rob Davies launched in July 2016 an Initi-
ative named Trade Invest Africa (TIA) that is responsible for 
facilitating trade and investment for South African companies 
interested in doing business on the continent. 

The initiative is mandated to implement an investment-led 
trade strategy that seeks to mobilise investments earmarked 
for developing industrial infrastructure to unlock trade. 

Reaping Africa’s economic 
benefits through trade  
and exports
Africa’s dominance as a beneficial and prominent trade partner with South Africa has 
escalated in the last two decades. 

ADvERTORIAL

Intra-Africa trade
The creation of TIA in the dti is meant to promote intra-Africa 
trade by championing South Africa’s economic integration 
in the continent premised on the Development Integration 
approach. The primary focus of the initiative is mainly on 
providing support, financial and non-financial, to developing 
infrastructure in energy, transport, manufacturing, mining and 
agribusiness in order to enhance industrialisation and intra-
Africa trade. 

The key priority is given to all infrastructure and industrialisation 
projects that present cross border opportunities to stimulating 
regional integration. TIA, therefore, facilitates for South African 
business all necessary services related to trade and investment 
on the African continent such as access to capital, access to 
markets and an array of other non-financial support.

The initiative has adopted the application of the South African 
Inc. approach as it seeks to identify and develop economic 
projects on the continent. Moreover, a sector and project 
specific approach is employed in undertaking scoping missions 
for such opportunities with support from the private sector. 

To achieve this, TIA has succeeded in creating strategic partner-
ships with Development Finance Institutions (DFI), Industry 
Associations and Export Councils as well as Economic Knowledge 
Partners to capitalise on opportunities in the continent.

Successful linkages
Since its launch in 2016, TIA has succeeded in linking South 
African businesses to several opportunities in the rest of Africa. 
To date, more than 10 business missions have been under-
taken covering energy, agriculture, telecommunications infra-
structure, mining and construction. 

Several dedicated missions have also been undertaken 
to introduce business under the Black Industrialist (BI) 
Programme to markets outside South Africa. Domestically, TIA 
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has held several business forums with strategic partners such 
as the World Bank and the African Development Bank (AFDB) 
to create linkages for South African businesses that require 
support for project development in the rest of Africa.  

TIA has positioned itself as a conduit for trade and investment 
facilitation for South African businesses. As a leading, more 
developed and industrialised economy in Africa, high expecta-
tions have been placed on the country’s economy to take lead 
in Africa’s economic development and transformation. 

This presented opportunities for South African institutions to 
leverage economic developments on the continent. However, 
global institutions have managed to outplay their South African 

and African counterparts in benefitting from the continent’s 
economic prospects. 

The existence of TIA therefore seeks to contribute towards 
improving competitive advantage for South African companies. 
It follows that as more South African companies succeed in 
establishing their operations on the continent, more investment 
and trade will be attracted. 

The importance of South African institutions in Africa’s 
economic development goes beyond trade relations and 
covers their potential in addressing the continent’s socio-eco-
nomic conditions, which TIA intends to tackle through trade 
and investment facilitation.

Logistics import export background and transport industry of forklift handling container box loading at seaport. 
Photo: Enanuchit 

industrial port with containers. Photo:  Hxdyl
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LEADING MINDS

Her CV reads like a dream. She has worked with genius 
director Spike Lee on short film Brave and with Danya 
Taymor director of comedy drama Familiar, a play 
written by Zimbabwean-born actor Danai Gurira best 

known as General okoye in Black Panther. Familiar showed 
at Steppenwolf Theatre in New York. Born and bred in South 
Africa, Kunene is renowned for working across disciplines – 
costume and production design and much more – in a generally 
tough terrain, primarily in theatre in the US.

Following her dream
This daughter of the soil almost became a lawyer but the 
creativity bug bit her. After studying and completing a Bachelors 
of Commerce at the University of Witwatersrand in South Africa 
– majoring in Economics, Business Finance and Law – she was 
intent on pursuing law, which would have pleased her parents 
who are both medial doctors. 

Her father in particular believed in investing in a “real career”, 
but once he realised that his daughter was being pulled by her 
love of style, fashion and design, he supported her studies at 
the Istituto Marangoni in London from 2008-2011. And even 
managed to launch her clothing label Mabu49 at the Elle 
New Talent Competition 2010 in South Africa. Kunene would 
also launch her debut summer collection at the South African 
Fashion Week in 2011. 

“Mabu is my mother’s name, and it is a Pedi/Northern Sotho [a 
South African language] word meaning ‘mother of the earth’,” 
she explains. “Thus my mother and her effortless style in 
the 1970s inspired the debut collection. The recurring print, 
engraved in leather, and printed on chiffon, is derived from 
wave rock formations, and it is an ode to the position that 
my mother plays in the family – she’s the rock of the family. 
Growing up my mother taught me how to do Zulu beadwork. 
As a result I have also included some beadwork details in the 
clothing,” she adds. 

Her career path can be traced back to high school when 
Kunene designed the costumes for her final Speech and 
Drama Project. She had already worked at one of SA’s leading 
media houses Ndalo Media, for Destiny Magazine as fashion 
and lifestyle assistant when she decided to pursue her dream in  
New York, US.

By Phindile Xaba

Theatrically elegant  
costume designer 
Ntokozo Fuzunina Kunene has become an 
artist for all seasons both on stage and in  
film in the toughest terrain in the US.

My five favourite things
1. My family is always first – They keep me inspired and 

motivated. 
2. Discovery Channel – learning is important to me.
3. Aesthetics – I love nature, form, and I enjoying finding 

ways to use this to create something captivating. 
4. The ocean – I believe in the spiritual cleansing and rejuve-

nating nature of water. once a year I travel to be near water.
5. Laughter – It is super important to me. 

Building her resume
She spent three years from 2013 to 2016 working towards a 
Master of Fine Arts degree in Design for Stage and Film at 
the New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts. once she 
completed her studies, she steadfastly focused her energies 
on building her CV primarily in the theatre as well as film indus-
tries, the toughest of sectors in New York. 

At Tisch she built her career in costume design and worked on 
productions such A Bright Room Called Day, The [living] Room 
and For Ella with Love.

Soaring to new heights
For Kunene, 2019 has been her year, kicking off with her 
creating the costumes for Gurira’s comedy-drama Familiar at 
Steppenwolf Theatre, which stars a powerhouse cast of Chicago 
actresses.  It started its run late 2018, spilling into the new year. 
The busy Kunene then followed with the re-launch of Mabu49 at 
the Vancouver Fashion Week in April. “I am a freelance costume 
designer. My days can be anything from 12 to 16 hours long, 
sometimes seven days a week,” she explained. 

She did all of this while holding down a visiting assistant profes-
sorship of Theatre in Design teaching Costume Design, Scenic 
Design at Colgate University in New York. There she created a 
new class called Fashioning Africa: Africa, Aesthetics, and Appro-
priation, as well as being an adjunct professor at Hamilton College 
as while putting together her Mabu49 collection. “At the time that 
I was planning to re-launch my clothing label I was teaching at two 
institutions three days a week, as well as working on a few plays/
theatre productions. The biggest challenge I faced was finding 
enough hours in a day to juggle all the projects I had going on 
equally, without sacrificing on the quality of work,” said Kunene. 

Her experiences living in New York City and London, combined 
with her South African cultural heritage, have afforded her a unique 
design sensibility, and the ability to adapt to, and be flexible in, 
any working environment. She has been described as “a breath of 
fresh air” by some fashion reviewers after their front row Vancouver 
experience. www.fuzunina.com; www.mabu4nine.com   
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Costumer Ntokozo Kunene donning her African fused styled jewellery. Photo: Hollis King
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With South Africa’s official unemployment rate 
at 29%, one of President Cyril Ramaphosa’s 
multiple challenges is to create an environment 
conducive for job creation, under the country’s 

strategy, the Special Economic Zones Act of 2014.   

The Act empowers the government to create special 
economic zones. These are geographically designated 
areas specifically targeted for economic activities. They are 
accompanied by laws and systems as benefits for investors 
that operate within those environments thus attracting 
foreign direct investments (FDI) and public private partner-
ships (PPP). There are 10 SEZs around the country. 

Economic challenges 
The RMB Morgan Stanley Country Analysis Report has 
shown that South Africa and foreign private firms are no 
longer investing cash in capital assets to grow business 
locally. Instead they are returning cash to investors. 

An analysis of equities dividend yields show that historically 
South African equity yields are slightly higher than MSCI EM 
average by 0.4%. It has been observed SA forward dividend 
yield is 5.4% closer to the 6.5% achieved in the years of 
prosperity when South African economy grew by 5%. 

According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the 
cumulative US$29-billion FDI outflows from SA over the past 
five years has dwarfed the cumulative $15-billion inflows 
leaving net FDI in negative territory. This is despite the fact that 
offshore risks have increased thanks to trade wars and decline 
in global demand. These risks have affected some South 
African brands as evident in the write-downs at Woolworths for 
the David Jones assets, or Netcare for their investment in BMI. 

SEZs are some of instruments that the SA government is 
using to reverse the slow investor uptake. The Department of 
Trade and Industry committed 7,262 hectares of land within 
the Vhembe District Municipality in Limpopo province to 
create a SEZ that targets agriculture and mineral extraction. 
The Musina-Makhado SEZ was among the first to be created 
under the SEZ Act No. 16 of 2014. It is also the second 

By Rammutle Radithebe

SA economic zones 
attracting investment 
Special Economic Zones (SEZs) are reviving 
hope with potential foreign direct investment 
to boost economic vibrancy.

largest SEZ after the Coega Industrial Development Zone in 
the Eastern Cape covering an area of 9,003 hectares. 

Attracting investment
The Musina-Makhado SEZ has attracted investments for its 
Musina Intermodal Terminal (MIT) from Lionshare Holdings, 
a property developer, in partnership with the Industrial 
Developed Corporation (IDC), Barberry Holdings, a logistics 
and material-handling firm. Transnet is another investor running 
the railway line within and outside the terminal precinct. 

The Musina-Makhado SEZ site is located 40km south of 
Musina and 50km north of the Makahado Local Municipal-
ities in Limpopo. It is bordered by various railway and road 
infrastructure that facilitate the transportation of goods 
within the Southern African Development Cooperation 
(SADC) region. This infrastructure also connects to seaports 
that businesses rely upon to export and import their goods 
to markets outside the region.

The 3,940km SADC North-South Corridor is the main road and 
railway infrastructure that runs through the Musina-Makhado 
SEZ from the Durban seaport in KwaZulu-Natal destined for 
Kolwezi in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). This 
corridor serves seven countries in the SADC region including 
South Africa, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Zambia, the DRC, Zambia 
and Malawi. Within South Africa the North-South corridor links 
with Trans-Orange and the Maputo corridors. 

Combined, these corridors serve Mozambique, eSwatini 
(formerly Swaziland), SA, Botswana and Namibia. These 
corridors are further linked to more than seven border posts 
and five international seaports including Maputo, Durban, Cape 
Town and Luderitz. It is estimated that about 75% of the road 
and railway in these corridors are in a good or fair condition.

The MIT project complements the strategic positioning of 
Musina-Makhado SEZ and further facilitates logistical efficiencies 
for businesses operating in the zone. This facility can handle 
30-million tons of cargo per annum. It is constituted of four 
designated areas, all of which are interlinked with rail lines that 
are connecting to the Transnet Freight Rail Main. According to 
the 2017/2018 IDC annual report, the construction phase of the 
MIT project created 72 new direct jobs. 

At maximum operational capacity the MIT project will not 
only create jobs but companies operating in the Musina-
Makhado SEZ can also extract operational efficiencies. This 
is in addition to business incentives afforded to firms partic-
ipating in the SEZ.  

FOREIGN DIRECT INvESTMENTS
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The OR Tambo SEZ aims to
develop land around OR Tambo
International Airport to
stimulate economic development.

The SEZ supports the growth of 
beneficiation of precious metals
and minerals sector, with a focus
on light, high-margin, export-
oriented manufacturing of SA
precious and semiprecious metals

OR Tambo SEZ

Maluti-a-Phofung SEZin
Harrismith, Free State, lies at
the midpoint of the crucial
Durban-Johannesburg logistics
route. The zone is licensed for
general manufacturing, offering a
production base for light and 
medium manufacturing.

It has logistics links by road and
rail to SA's industrial heartland,
the Port of Durban and the
Bloemfontein-Cape Town route

Maluti-a-Phofung SEZ

The Saldanha Bay IDZ is in the
north of Cape Town. Its focus is to  
serve as the primary oil.gas,
marine repair engineering and
logistics services complex in
Africa, servicing the needs of the
upstream oil exploration industry
and production service companies
operating in the oil and gas fields
in sub-Saharan Africa

Saldanha Bay IDZ

SA's 10 industrial and special economic zones

Designated in 2001. Coega is the
largest IDZ in southern Africa and 
was SA's first. It is located in the
Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
Municipality in the Eastern Cape.

TheCoega IDZ has attracted
investment in the agroprocessing,
automotive, aquaculture, energy,
metals logistics and business
process cervices sectors

Coega IDZ

This East London IDZ was
established in 2003 at an
industrial park that has 
customised solutions for various
industries, including automotive,
agroprocessing and aquaculture.

It is located in the Buffalo City
municipal area

East London IDZ

The Richards Bay IDZ is an
industrial estate on the coast of
KwaZulu-Natal. The N2 business
corridor links the province's two
major ports, Durban and Richards
Bay, and connects with Maputo in
Mozambique and areas of east
Africa. It is linked to the sea port
in Richards Bay.
Richards Bay IDZ is tailored for
manufacturing and storage of 
minerals and products to boost
beneficiation, investment,
economic growth and, most 
importantly, the development of
skills and employment

Richards Bay IDZ

Launched last month by
President Cyril Ramaphosa, the
124.5-hectare Atlantis SEZ in 
the Western Cape is designated
for the manufacturing of green
technologies, alternative waste
management, energy efficient
technology, alternative building
material and many other clean
technologiea

Atlantis SEZ

The Nkomazi SEZ will be in
Komatipoort in Mpumalanga. It
will focus on primary agriculture,
agroprocessing, nutraceuticals,
fertiliser production, as well as
meat and leather products.

It is expected to contribute
R97.6 billion to the country;s GDP,
and generate R3.5 billion in
exports and R5.3 billion in primary
agricultural products.

Nkomazi SEZ

The Musina-Makhado SEZ
comprises two geographical
locations. Musina targets light
industrial and agroprocessing 
clusters, while Makhado is a
metallurgical and mineral
beneficiation complex

A third site has been identified to
target petroohemical industries.

The SEZ is located along the N1
north-south route and is close to 
the border between SA and
Zimbabwe

Musina-Makhado SEZ

Dube Tradeport SEZ is near King
Shaka International Airport,
30km north of Durban.

It brings together an
international airport, a cargo
terminal, warehousing, offices, a
retail sector, hotels and an 
agricultural area

Dube Tradeport SEZ

Industrial
development
zone (IDZ)

Special
economic
zone (SEZ
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Agro-processing job creation
The SEZ model is designed to stimulate investment and trade 
based on the geographical profile of the targeted area as well 
as to support the development of industries that match the 
features and resources. The Musina-Makhado SEZ targets two 
locations - the Musina site as an industrial and agro-processing 
cluster has an agricultural base while Makhado focuses on 
metallurgical industries because the area has mineral deposits. 

At the Musina site new agro-processing plants have been 
announced in recent years.  In 2016, just before the Musina-
Makhado SEZ was approved, Dursots All Joy invested 
R100-million to build a processing plant in Modjadjiskloof. 
At the launch, the then minister of trade industry Rob Davies 
announced that at full capacity the plant can process 30 tons 
of tomatoes and estimated that 9,000 employment opportu-
nities would be created. Limpopo Economic Development 
Agency (LEDA), the implementing agent of the Musina-
Makhado SEZ, announced in its 2017/18 financial report 
that it had facilitated the establishment of Dendron potato 
processing plant in the Capricorn District Municipality. 

International community experience
International experience shows that countries that invest 
in SEZs that target agro-processing usually improve their 
economic output. In the early 1980s, SEZs were introduced 
in China, particularly in Shenzhen, to test their impact on the 
economy. It is estimated that China’s SEZs have contributed 
22% to its GDP, 45% of total national FDI and 60% of exports. 

It is also estimated that these zones created 30-million jobs, 
increased the income of farmers by 30%, and is closely 
associated with China’s industrial, agricultural modernisation 
and urbanisation. Although not measurable at this juncture, 
agro-processing could change the economic profile in 
Musina in various forms. 

Benefits of doing business in SEZ
Firms that participate in the Musina-Makhado SEZ are eligible 
to fiscal benefits. Firstly, there is an import duty rebate and 
VAT benefit for companies. Secondly, there is a 15% prefer-
ential corporate tax rate compared to the 28% corporate tax 
applicable to firms that operate outside the SEZ.   

FOREIGN DIRECT INvESTMENTS

Madimbo

Musina-Makhado
SEZ

MusinaPont Drift
Beit Bridge
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Provincial Boundaries
Local Municipality Boundary
District Municipality Boundary
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Source: Department of Trade and Industry, South Africa
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A key area of lottery regulation is the 
protection of players by ensuring 
compliance to the Lotteries Act. This 
also applies to lotteries that:

•	 Do not comply with SA law
•	 Are not registered with the NLC, and 

as	 such	 –	 do	 not	 offer	 participants	
any recourse should   
they feel short changed

In a recent study commissioned by the 
NLC,	findings	show	that	illegal	lotteries	
cause a loss of intermediate production 
in the national economy of R2.5 billion, 
and take away an estimated R640 
million per annum from good causes.

Funding Good Causes
The NLC undertakes two types of 
funding: Application-based, and 
Proactive Funding.

The primary model for NLC funding is 
the Application Based Funding, where 
applicants are required to comply 
with all the requirements stated in the 
regulations and application guidelines. 
Applications are adjudicated by 
Distributing Agencies in each funded 
sector.

Sectors
•	 Sports and Recreation
•	 Charities
•	 Arts, Culture and National Heritage 

(including environment)

Three Grant Categories 

Proactive Funding
The Lotteries Act No 57 of 1997, as 
amended states that:

“the Commission may, upon request 
by the Minister, board or its initiative in 
consultation with the board, conduct 
research on worthy good causes that may 
be funded without lodging an application 
prescribed in terms of the Act”. 

In addition, 

“the Commission may, upon request by 
the Minister, board or its own initiative 
in consultation with the board, invite 
applications for grants from worthy 
good causes in the prescribed manner.”

This provision has allowed the NLC to 
respond to emergency situations such 
as the drought in the Western Cape 
Province, and to intervene proactively 
where a dire need exists. 

2019 marks the 20th anniversary of the 
NLC. In that 20 years, over R25 billion 
has been distributed to thousands and 
impacted the lives of South Africans 
from all walks of life.

The largest of these lotteries is the South 
African National Lottery.
From these regulatory activities, revenue is 
collected for distribution to qualifying non-profit 
organisations that work to uplift communities 
nationwide.

For the past 20 years, the 
National Lotteries Commission 
(NLC) has regulated lotteries 
and sports pools in South Africa.

NLC v5.1.indd   1 2019/03/13   9:33 AM
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Funding sources are available it is matter of accessing 
them. According to Venture Burn, venture capital (VC) 
had a bumper year in South Africa last year, with Southern 
African VC funds having made investments of more 

than R1.5-billion last year, an increase of 31% from the over 
R1.1-billion invested by such funds in 2017. Also the number 
of reported deals rose from 159 deals in 2017 to 181 last year.

The funding is there, however, SMME’s and funders do not speak 
the same language and are at cross purposes to each other. To 
make it easier to access this funding, one needs to have a better 
understanding of what investors are looking for and present it to 
them in a language and terms that they understand. 

Early start-up funding
Expansion funding is plentiful as South African funders and 
investors are more risk averse than their counterparts across 
the Atlantic. For start-ups the pool of early stage funding 
and angel investors in South Africa is smaller. However, that 
does not mean that start-ups will not be able source and 
attract funding for their ventures. 

Early stage funders are commonly known as angel investors. 
Angel investors invest their own money in early-stage start-ups. 
These funds are so desperately needed in communities where 
“friends and family” do not have the wealth or expertise to invest 
in start-ups. Angels play a key role in financing the business from 
the concept stage to the revenue generating stage.

The US is famous for the number of angel investor networks 
available to start-ups and most are always on the look out 
for a start-up that may be the next big thing and disruptor in 
the market. Having recently attended a money conference in 
Washington DC, conversations centred around  how start-ups 
can attract investor funding among delegates.

It is important to understand what these funders are looking 
for in an investment and how they make their investment 
decisions. One must also understand their risk appetite and 
the type of returns that make an investment attractive.

By Thuli Magubane

Attracting angel  
funding for startups
The number one cry of small businesses in 
is the “lack of funding” they so desperately 
require to start or scale up. There are clever 
ways of accesing funding, you just have to 
know how. 

ENTREPRENEuRShIP

What they are looking for: 

Who is the entrepreneur(s) - There are a number of things 
that the investors are looking for. First things first, it is the entre-
preneur and the team. Who are they? What kind of experience 
do they have? Their personality, do they like them? Are they 
people they would like to work with? Do they have integrity? 
Can they trust them? Do they have resilience? In early stage 
funding, the team can make or break the fledgling business.

Business idea - Next is the idea or business itself. What 
problem does it solve? What is unique about the solution and 
the business model. Who are the potential customers? Are they 
willing to pay for the solution and how much? How long will the 
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business take to break-even?  Is it defendable from compet-
itors (Intellectual Property, Patents, TradeMarks etc) and for how 
long? What are the growth prospects of the business?

Any equity on offer - Early stage investors usually take up 
equity in the business instead of giving debt. They can also 
consider some kind of convertible note, that is debt funding 
that can later convert into equity. If they are taking up equity 
this means that the founders of the business need to be able to 
value the business, which can be a challenge at the early stage.  

Risk assessment
Shows such as the Shark Tank have shown that entrepreneurs 
don’t always get this right. Entrepreneurs can sometimes 
come up with baseless valuation based on their own infatu-
ation with the business and the idea. A realistic valuation is 
what will keep the conversation going with investors.

Once the valuation is agreed upon between investor and 
start up, the risk is assessed in order to determine the returns 
that are acceptable to the funder / investor. These early stage 
investors often look for a higher returns because the risk is 
greater at the early stage of any business. My advice to entre-

preneurs is that they negotiate what this rate of return is and 
only commit to a rate that you are confident that the business 
can generate within the specified period.

Do your homework
Start-ups need to do their homework when they start their 
business to ensure that they have a great product that offers 
a much needed solution in the market. Have the confidence 
in yourself and your business when approaching funders. 
Lastly be flexible and be able to implement feedback you 
receive from funders in your business.    

Analytics Branding marketing Startup Concept. Photo: Rawpixel

ANGEL NETWORKS

• South African Business Angel Network (SABAN)  
• Jozi Angels for those based around Gauteng. 
• Dazzle Angels looks to fund early stage women owned 

businesses. 
• Also check government development funding agencies 

like SEFA and NEF that also have a mandate to fund 
early stage entrepreneurs.



Economic opportunities as South   Africa moves towards  
renewable and clean technologies

ADvERTORIAL

South Africa has traditionally relied 
on low-grade coal as a source of 
fuel for electricity generation and 
on oil-based and coal-to-fuel petrol and diesel for transport. 
Hence the country has a backlog of clean energy technology 
to catch up on. Renewable energy projects are expected to 
take an increasing share of the energy mix in future.  

To meet government’s international low-carbon commit-
ments, South Africa is adopting clean energy production 
to move away from fossil fuels. Local content requirements 
mean that investment will be needed in a range of technol-
ogies and components for the wind and solar sectors.  New 
opportunities also exist in biomass energy, biogas and solar 
thermal heating technologies. 

Opportunities
The market for rooftop solar for corporate, industrial and 
residential use countrywide is estimated at 500MWp installed 
capacity. An estimated 100 000 public buildings also need to 
be retrofitted for energy efficiency. This provides an oppor-
tunity for the local manufacture and assembly of solar PV 
components – and provides opportunity for investment.

opportunities exist too in investment in other clean energy 
solutions such as biogas and landfill gas as a replacement for 
Liquid Petroleum Gas and biomass fuel. Apart from solar water 
heating for residential and commercial use, industrial-scale 
solar thermal power is a market worth more than R100-million, 
and with an estimated potential of R 3.7-billion for use in 
agri-processing, according to GreenCape. The biggest oppor-
tunity is however provided by the utility-scale demand for 
solar and wind power to be supplied to the country’s national 
electricity grid for redistribution to consumers. Already around 
US$20 billion has been invested in this sector since 2011. 

The Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer 
Procurement Programme, designed to encourage private 
investment in South Africa's renewable energy sector has 
achieved remarkable success. It is into its sixth year and 
has procured more than 6300MWp of renewable energy 
generation capacity. It has also attracted billions of rands 
in foreign investment. The local content requirements are a 
particular call for investment.  

South Africa’s waste economy is 
estimated to be worth R15 billion 
and employs almost 30 000 people. 
Legislation has been passed to 
help unlock a market worth billions 
more through recycling of, among 
others, metals, plastics, paper, 
glass and e-waste.

value proposition
A growing population and economy means increased 
volumes of waste are being generated and authorities have 
become aware that simply sending waste to landfill is not 
sustainable, especially in the light of the drive towards a 
green economy. Waste is increasingly being diverted from 
landfill towards recycling and recovery in South Africa, 
creating promising new businesses and much-needed jobs. 

Opportunities
Mainline recycling of glass, plastics and paper is already 
established in South Africa, but the potential for even more 
exists, thanks to a backlog of recycling infrastructure and 
waste management services.

About 80% of metals are recycled in South Africa, but 
high global prices mean much of it leaves the country as 
processing is cheaper elsewhere. Government is working 
on legislation to encourage more metal recycling, which will 
unlock new opportunities.

South Africa needs solutions for organic waste  – municipal 
green waste, abattoir waste and the organic fraction 
of municipal solid waste. There is also potential for the 
generation of biogas. The forthcoming promulgation of 
an e-Waste Industry Waste Management Plan (IndWMP), 
coupled with a national focus on legacy electronics, signal 
a rise in the availability of e-waste. This will provide an 
increase in feedstock for dismantlers and refurbishes.

opportunities also exist in the recovery, processing and appli-
cation of construction and demolition waste, notably in using 
builders’ rubble for roads. The opportunities are in the supply 
side for the crushing industry, and on the demand side in 
road material for both the public and private sectors.  

Clean energy The waste economy

Worldwide, energy generation is moving towards replacing fossil fuels with environmentally 
sustainable technologies, such as wind and solar power. South Africa is no exception.
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South Africa has embraced decarbonising the transport 
sector and the government recently released its Green 
Transport Strategy. Private sector manufacturers are also 
collaborating on efforts to develop the industry, with an 
emphasis on improving energy storage technologies and 
charging infrastructure. 

value proposition
There is both an environmental and an economic rationale 
for South Africa adopting green vehicles and green energy 
to fuel them. The country is dependent on imported oil, 
the price of which fluctuates unpredictably, and the environ-
mentally unfriendly production of fuel from coal. Electric 
vehicles and vehicles powered by fuel cells, natural gas or 
biogas promise savings in pollution and money – but need 
significant investment.

Opportunities
South Africa’s industrial policy action plan emphasises the 
potential of fuel cell technology, with several key projects 
already implemented by government and industry with the 
help of development finance institution money. The framers 
of the plan believe fuel cells will be the future – especially 
for long-distance and heavy vehicle transport. Fuel cells 
use platinum, offering beneficiation of this mineral of which 
South Africa is the top producer, making fuel cell vehicles 
doubly attractive. 

At the same time, it is clear that alternate fuels to petrol and 
diesel, such as biofuels, and compressed natural gas and 
compressed biogas, are also available to reduce carbon 
emissions. Encouraging the uptake of electric or hybrid 
vehicles, and retrofitting or manufacturing vehicles that 
use alternate fuels, is another sustainable energy path the 
country is pursuing.  

Economic opportunities as South   Africa moves towards  
renewable and clean technologies

South Africa is a water-scarce 
country, and demand for 
water is projected to outstrip 
supply by 2030. This will mean 
technical solutions will have 
to be found, such as water 
saving technologies that in 
turn will require investment. 
Also,  the water and waste-
water infrastructure backlog 
needs to be filled.

value proposition
Coping with future changes in climate and ensuring water 
security while water demand increases and existing infra-
structure needs renewal will create big investment opportu-
nities. The 2017-18 drought in the Western Cape has made 
citizens and authorities alike aware of the need for more 
effective and efficient water management.

Opportunities
Demand for technologies and services that enable resil-
ience to water scarcity has increased across all markets, 
and new investment opportunities have opened up in four 
key areas: water metering and monitoring; water efficiency; 
water reuse; and alternative water supply. As much of the 
technology is imported, opportunities lie in investment in 
import substitution and even in local production for export.

The demand for smart water metering systems is increasing 
across the private sector, as a tool for improved water 
management. The potential market for water conservation 
and water demand management projects in South African 
metros is estimated around R2-billion a year, of which R500 
million is unfunded. Water reuse in the industrial sector 
presents opportunities for both technology and service 
providers. New residential and commercial property devel-
opments in the provinces are a key market for water efficient 
devices and greywater reuse systems. Municipalities are 
increasingly interested in reusing their wastewater.

On alternative water sources, groundwater and rainwater 
systems offer a number of opportunities across all private 
sector markets. In coastal areas, large-scale seawater desal-
ination is an emerging market with the prospect of high 
equity investment returns globally, equity returns in desali-
nation projects are typically at least 14%, with higher returns 
(up to 18%) expected in higher risk countries.  

Green transport

Water 
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TRADE & INDuSTRY

The possibility of an Africa that can increase its continental 
intra-trade from the current low of 18% in comparison 
to the European Union at 69%, Asia at 52% and North 
America at 50%, is exciting and ideal but is it realistic 

given the ensuing trade wars between the US and China?

US President Donald Trump is intent on preventing developing 
countries from enjoying the Special & Differential Treatment 
(S&DT). If his plans succeed this will take away the countries’ 
current benefit of a longer period for them to implement the 
World Trade organisation (WTo) agreements and low level of 
commitments. In turn this threatens the implementation of the 
Africa Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA). 

AfCFTA, which was launched in May this year with at least 
22 countries of the 54 states signing up, has the potential 
to become the world’s largest single market accounting for 
about $4-trillion in spending and investments. However, with 
Trump planning to isolate certain countries, South Africa 
one of the AfCFTA signatories with the most developed 
economy, might land on the US president’s list alongside 
China and India, thus undoing Africa’s united front. 

Despite the rejection of Trump’s proposal by the majority of these 
developing countries, the US is aggressively pursuing a “slash-
and-burn” strategy, pushing the WTo approach into a crisis.

Opening new markets
This multilateral trade war with 30 countries over a treaty-em-
bedded right – the S&DT - for developing countries since 
the establishment of the WTO in 1995 and outrageous 
demands for denying this, the US government has also 
terminated more than $6-billion benefits accruing from 
Indian exporters under the generalised system of prefer-
ential scheme, in violation of global trade rules.

And that is not the only bombshell coming from the world’s 
most powerful economy. The US’s unending trade war with 
China is making things worse. With these two global economic 
powerhouses at war, developing countries are set to face 
unsustainably high tariffs while on the other hand a positive 
development might be the opening up of the market.

other countries that export to the US might benefit from the 
trade war, while others might not have the capacity to produce 
large quantities of goods at low prices like China does.

By Moleboheng Matli

Developing countries’ exports    caught in the crossfire 
Trade experts have predicted that developing 
countries could either gain or lose markets 
should the US-China trade war persist.  

With the US tariffs for China imports being raised on about 
1,300 products, the competition for those products in the 
international markets would determine losses or gains, also 
taking into account their current share in the US market.

Growth in intra-trade for Africa
What does all this mean for Africa? Considering that China 
is Africa’s largest trading partner, if Chinese products are hit 
with US tariffs, there could be a knock-on effect. So perhaps 
this trade war is not such a bad thing for Africa after-all 
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Developing countries’ exports    caught in the crossfire 

but an opportunity for the African states to mobilise and 
ensure that opportunities are secured for all to participate. 
With the increased use of digital technology, trading will be 
made easier. This can lead to significant growth in business 
generated domestically and across the continent.

After-all, total wealth held on the continent stands at 
$2.2-trillion. Around $920-billion (42%) is held by the high 
net worth index (HNWI), according to New World Wealth. 
The 2018 Africa Wealth Report notes that South Africa remains 

the richest country in Africa with the high net worth index of 
39,200 individuals holding the most wealth at $649-billion. 
It is double that of the second-placed Egypt, with the HNWI 
population of 16,700 people holding $303-billion and third-
placed Nigeria at $225-billion. Morocco and Kenya round up 
the top five at $114-billion and $93-billion, respectively. 

While trade wars are never good and have ripple effects on 
society, the double-edged sword will see developing countries 
either gain or lose access to some global markets.  

Photo: Kamonrat Meunklad  
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EDuCATION

Many decades ago, 
famous social and 
political scientist, 
Antonio Gramsci - 

better known for his theory of how 
the state and the ruling capitalists 
expropriated cultural institutions 
to maintain hegemonic relation-
ships - articulated that: “The crisis 
consists precisely in the fact that the old is dying and the 
new cannot be born; in this interregnum a great variety of 
morbid symptoms appear.”

He was describing how the old status quo is dying and how 
the new is yet to be born and this seems to have renewed 
relevance as the social, political and technological transfor-
mation of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) is upon us. 

Now, well into the 21st century, we are entering a 4IR, char-
acterised by the parallel development of a band of seem-
ingly independent technologies, each with world-changing 
potential. From artificial intelligence to genetic engineering, 
virtual reality and digital currencies, these advances each 
promise huge benefits to society. 

Yet this Idealistic view does not tell the whole story as the 
4IR also poses serious challenges. As with previous indus-
trial revolutions, the 4IR will fundamentally transform the 
way we live, work and govern ourselves. The nature of this 
era differs fundamentally from the previous, due to both the 
speed and the magnitude of the change facing us. 

Preparing students
Preparing our students for what the 4IR will bring tomorrow 
must begin with education today. But with our destination 
so unclear, navigating our way forward is no small feat. It 
does not however prevent us from using our imagination. 

How, for example, should we educate tomorrow’s leaders to 
innovate and capitalise on unforeseen opportunities? And 
how should we educate our students through the many and 
significant changes they will face in their lifetime? What will 
our jobs be, if so many of them will be made redundant by 
advances such as artificial intelligence, robotics and auton-
omous vehicles? How will we prepare our students for jobs 

By Paresh Soni

Preparing 21st Century  
students for 4IR

that do not exist today? 

Unfortunately, changes are coming, and they’re coming 
quickly, especially in the context of the relentless techno-
logical disruptions in the 4IR. In contrast, universities – soci-
ety’s main institutions for educating tomorrow’s leaders are 
not known for changing quickly. They have been slow in the 
uptake of these new “revolutions’’.  It’s becoming increas-
ingly clear the universities must adapt to stay relevant and 
do much more to encourage their students to acquire 
broadened skills sets and competencies. 

The 4IR is the current and developing environment in which 
disruptive technologies and trends such as the Internet of 
Things (IoT), Robotics, Virtual Reality (VR) and Artificial Intel-
ligence (AI) are changing the way we live and work. While 
the 4IR builds from the third, it’s considered a new era due 
to the rapid growth, expansion and disruption of the new 
technologies. It’s so disruptive that students today will be 
graduating into a workforce and applying for jobs that 
currently do not exist.

Teaching students how to learn
In order to prepare for the 4IR, teaching students how to 
learn is important. The jobs of the future do not exist today 
therefore students need to be able to continuously learn 
in order to adapt. Universities need to ensure that by the 
end of their studies, students are inquirers, knowledgeable, 
thinkers, communicators, principled, open-minded, caring, 
risk-takers, balanced and reflective. These will be the key 
traits relevant for working in the 4IR. 

These are also known as 21st century skills and they are 
essential for students to learn to help them prepare for the 
future and work in the impending economies. 

To serve society and the industries of the future, academic 
training should respond appropriately. With disciplines 
being created and merged at a rapid rate, it makes little 
sense only to teach within boundaries that may soon cease 
to exist. This holds for more than just technical skills: it’s 
easy to forget that in a world of such technological hype a 
broad understanding of humanistic issues is crucial to tackle 
big challenges too. The separation of the humanities and 
technology has led to the risk that technology is viewed as 
the ultimate solution rather than as a tool to improve human 
existence. 

Are universities preparing our students for the realities of the Fourth Industrial Revolution?
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Technological expertise without a humanistic understanding 
of the nature of the relationship between technology, user 
and broader society will yield technology that doesn’t actu-
ally reflect human demands.

Researchers have found that a relatively small percentage 
of employers think universities are preparing gradu-
ates adequately for work. Importantly, many of the skills 
employers observed as lacking are interpersonal and 
empathy skills - problem-solving and creative-thinking skills. 

Such critical thinking is a necessary complement to disci-
pline-based expertise, to avoid domain experts losing the 
contextualisation that a broader view can provide, and the 
ability and disposition to learn more when they need to.

Learning individually
Increasingly, the contemporary requirement for undergrad-
uate degrees seems out-dated. With information freely 
available on the Internet, curious students can learn at 
an individualised pace and direction. Moreover, it seems 
unreasonable to expect a high school pupil to have a clear 
view of his or her interests given the job he or she may do 
does not yet to exist. 

Equally, we have to accept that individuals can no longer 
expect to hold one job with one company for life. The very 
nature of work is evolving and research shows individuals 
will hold multiple jobs over a life time, continuous learning 
will be necessary in order to grow to suit changing jobs and 

technologies. Higher education institutions need to under-
stand the power of education to change lives and affect a 
better future for the world. 

In order to continue doing so with the advent of the 4IR, 
however, universities must reconsider how to conduct core 
basic research and translate applied research into real-
world solutions; what constitutes the core components 
of an education and provide education as and when it is 
needed. Each of these poses a considerable challenge and 
higher education must confront all of these simultaneously.

At the same time, in the 4IR universities must do a better 
job of ensuring that students grasp the fundamental princi-
ples of a discipline, along with the basic skills of reasoning 
and communicating. 

The case for reform stands both on efficiency and also for 
existential safety as technologies become more and more 
powerful, we need technologists with a humane eye and poli-
ticians with technological wiles to ensure a positive future. 

For almost a millennium universities have led humanity 
forward. They still have a crucial role to play. In the interest 
of the future it is imperative that they tackle their tasks with 
urgency and vigour.

Paresh Soni is associate director for research at the 
Management College of Southern Africa (MANCOSA). 
He writes in his personal capacity.   
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Siemens invests in  
young African innovators

ADvERTORIAL 

Siemens is committed to supporting and developing 
young African innovators, extends its Eskom Expo part-
nership to schools in Ghana, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania 
and Ethiopia refurbishing and restocking Sekondi 

College Computer Lab as part of its localisation programme. 

In September 23 to 27, the Birchwood Conference Centre 
in Johannesburg was buzzing with hundreds of enthu-
siastic, young scientists and innovators from across the 
African continent, eager to showcase their inventive science 
projects at the Eskom Expo for young scientists.

Giving life changing opportunities
Innovative tech leader Siemens was again a major sponsor at 
this event and gave one student a life changing opportunity 

to join other former expo winners at the Siemens Technical 
Academy in Berlin for a three-and-a-half-year apprentice-
ship programme. The students would then be guaranteed 
a job at Siemens after completion. The company has also 
committed to supporting the development of young African 
innovators through its partnership with various schools in 
different countries on the continent.

Students from Sekondi College were sponsored by Siemens 
to take part in the Eskom Expo for Young Scientists in Johan-
nesburg, South Africa. All travel expenses of two students and 
an educator from the school were fully funded by Siemens. 

An all inclusive sponsorship
This sponsorship included visa applications, flights, and 
transfers to the local accommodation. An additional two 
students and one educator from schools in Kenya, Uganda, 
Tanzania and Ethiopia have also received the same sponsor-
ship as well as a chance for their best performing students 
to participate in the expo.

Siemens extends its Eskom Expo 
partnership to schools in Ghana, Kenya, 
Uganda, Tanzania and Ethiopia.
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“The Eskom Expo for Young Scientists is well positioned to 
develop young, curios minds and it is with great pleasure 
that students from Sekondi College and other African 
regions have an opportunity to participate and repre-
sent their countries and their schools at the prestigious 
event,” said Edmund Acheampong, country manager for  
Siemens, Ghana.

Promoting STEMI
In line with the company’s goal to promote Science Tech-
nology Engineering Mathematics Innovation (STEMI) in 
Ghana, Siemens has also partnered with Sekondi College 
to inspire interests in technology and innovation. This part-
nership has led to the refurbishment and restocking of the 
school’s computer lab with 45 state of the art computers 
and accessories as part of the company’s fulfilment of a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between the 
school and Siemens in September 2017.

Acheampong said investing in the future of young African 
engineers was part of Siemens DNA. “our continent can 
only prosper if we empower and develop our young engi-
neers and those who can make a change in Africa, for 
Africa. This is a unique opportunity promoting both inter-
national and multicultural exposure within Siemens while 
advancing the skills Siemens would require in the future,” 
said Acheampong. Visit www.Siemens.com for more  
information.  
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DISRuPTORS

A technological metamorphosis is upon us, and 
we need to do more than look behind and use 
digital technologies to fix historical problems. We 
must start thinking more innovatively about how 

we re-engineer communities, moving from smart (where 
we use individual tools and technologies to fix problems) 
to intelligent (where we plan on using disruption to our 
advantage). The recent debate over the Google/Sidewalk 
Labs proposals for the city of Toronto, Canada, is an example 
of how quickly digitalisation is moving forward — and how 
unprepared we are to answer some important questions. 
Here are some critical issues:

Open data
With more data from the Internet of Things (IoT), how will 
we make use of the information? Data is an asset that must 
be managed as a valued resource, not only by companies 
for use and resale, but for its public good and its oppor-
tunity to spur new social and economic innovations. 

A recent Smart Cities World article outlined some good examples 
on improvements we could make. The combination of several 
sources of data can make a significant difference in bringing 
about new solutions to a host of problems, from forecasting 
floods to minimsing medical wait times and preventing crime.

By Sylvie Albert

Are we ready for the  
digital tsunami?
How do we prepare for and manage what’s known as the Fourth Industrial Revolution? 

open data needs management principles and procedures — 
ownership decisions and intellectual property (IP) rights, safe 
uses and protection, and compatible systems based on common 
standards to combine several data sets from different organisa-
tions in order to make inferences about that information.

This will force engagement and partnerships among the 
public and private sectors, non-profits and citizens to make 
principled decisions. Communities are at the centre of this 
planning, and have resources they can use to help – the 
European Commission, for example, has published a toolkit 
for data managers and data holders. And a Canadian public 
interest law clinic (CIPPIC) provides an FAQ on smart cities 
that contains valuable legal information.

Ownership and protection of personal information, as well as 
privacy issues, are key points of contention. But let’s remember 
that not all data are sensitive and require deep contemplation 
about usage. There are models for dealing with contentious 
issues, such as those proposed in a playbook provided by 
Harvard University to cities wanting to share data.

Artificial intelligence and robotics
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and robots will continue to replace 
humans. We’re already experiencing downsizing in some 
disciplines and demand for new types of skills, or more of 
the skills needed for the digital revolution. The ability to 
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use AI to help us make decisions, to serve customers and 
perform repetitive tasks will continue to dramatically alter the 
workplace. Post-secondary programs will need to change 
— some currently popular programs may have fewer job 
offerings, while other fields, or an amalgamation of disci-
plines, will need to be created or emphasized. 

Learning more than one discipline and honing up on soft 
skills (such as in communications, innovation and problem 
solving) will be key for many graduates. The shifts in 
employment could hit some communities harder than 
others. Therefore it’s more important than ever to think 
ahead and determine how the new digital economy might 
have an impact on the future of each community, and under-
stand that the lifespan of some companies is now shorter. 

Autonomous vehicles are evolving, perhaps slowly in some juris-
dictions, but more actively in others. Legislation in the United 
States on self-driving vehicles is an example of how governments 
are grappling with the issues raised by driverless cars. It causes 
some rethinking on insurance, new forms of ownership and 
entrepreneurship and a reassessment of planning for parking 
and land use. Vehicle manufacturers have been including more 
technologies in cars, inching our way to autonomous systems.

According to Deloitte, consumers may not be willing to pay 
for more technology in cars, but new ownership systems and 
ride-hailing services offer cost savings), cut down accidents 
by as much as 90% and provide efficiencies that may accel-
erate consumer adoption. More than 33 industries will be 
affected by the advent of driverless cars, according to CB 
Insights. Communities need to envision how they plan for 
the resulting opportunities and disruptions.

Envisioning the smart city
Regarding smart cities, we need more active community 
engagement in debating the pros and cons, in thinking about 

the impediments to change and how to implement what 
we believe will benefit citizens. These kinds of disruptions 
cannot be managed by governments alone; they require a 
wide variety of stakeholders at the table planning for change.

There are several interesting ideas floating around on future 
cities. We have an opportunity to think about doing things 
differently, and correctly, rather than repeating the same 
patterns. In Barcelona, Spain, for example, community 
activists are working on a fabrication city concept. They 
describe it as: “A step away from importing most things into 
the city and exporting our waste, and instead introducing 
a circular model, where all resources flow in a closed-loop 
system within the city itself.”

3D printing shops will be able to fabricate refrigerators and 
cars with designs uploaded from the cloud. The question 
that must be answered is: What changes would we need to 
make locally to allow this to happen? other examples are 
cities that focus on food production to improve their own 
food security; cities that are reducing Co2 and improving 
quality of life by becoming more walkable or more attractive 
for telecommuters. 

This is only the start. There are many other ways that digital-
isation will impact sectors that affect where and how we live. 
Health care, for example, will undergo tremendous change 
as we self-manage, choose implantable technologies and cell 
and tissue regenerative technologies and live longer lives. 
We must think about the impact of these changes before we 
start building infrastructure that may no longer be needed in 
a few years. Technology is already changing how we live our 
lives and go about our days. Are we ready with collaborative 
planning processes so we are not taken by surprise?

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read 
the original article.   

Photo: Sompong Sriphet
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OPINION

The impetus driving the green economy agenda is 
stimulating transformation and facilitating progress, 
through enhancing social well-being, nurturing 
natural environments and yielding competitivenes 

yet maintaining responsible and sustainable business growth. 

What is Green Economy
According to the United Nations Environment Programme 
(UNEP) report Towards a Green Economy: Pathways to 
Sustainable Development and Poverty Eradication - A 
Synthesis for Policy Makers released in 2011, Green 
Economy is “one that results in improved human well-being 
and social equity, while significantly reducing environmental 
risks and ecological scarcities”.

Former Chief of the Economics and Trade Branch at the UNEP 
Hussein Abaza provides a more nuanced definition of Green 
Economy, which appears in Green Economy In Action: Articles 
and Excerpts that Illustrate Green Economy and Sustainable 

By Chipo Mukonza

Green economy key to saving     the world
Implementation of green economy policies 
has advantages for governments, businesses 
as well as to the human race. 

Development Efforts (August 2012). The document says 
Green Economy is one in which the vital linkages among the 
economy, society and environment are taken into account 
and in which the transformation of production processes, and 
consumption patterns, while contributing to a reduced waste, 
pollution, and the efficient use of resources, materials, and 
energy, will revitalise and diversify economies, create decent 
employment opportunities, promote sustainable trade, 
reduce poverty and improve equity and income distribution. 

It was important to start from definitions as it is clear that 
implementation of green economy policies has numerous 
advantages for government, businesses and consumers. 
The interlinked developmental outcomes of green economy 
are the growth of the green industrial sector (mainly invest-
ments and jobs) and a shift towards cleaner industries and 
sectors. Most developing and developed countries have 
begun transitioning to green economy, as such policies, 
programmes and initiatives are being rolled out.

SA leads in Africa
In South Africa green economy is viewed as a sustainable 
de¬velopment path based on addressing the interde-
pendence between economic growth, social protection and 
natural ecosystem. Some of the successful green initiatives 
in the country so far include Renewable Energy Independent 
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Green economy key to saving     the world
Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPPP) which 
has seen more investment via Independent Power Producers 
(IPPs) in eight years than in the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa 
over the past two decades. 

Bid tariffs have fallen sharply over the course of the programme 
and most recently awarded projects are now among the 
lowest priced grid-connected Renewable Energy (RE) projects 
in the world. In addition, thousands of jobs have been created 
in the process. As far as the environment is concerned, the 
REIPP programme’s contribution has meant that South Africa’s 
carbon emission is reduced by about 33.2 million tons carbon 
dioxide and water savings of 39.2-million kilolitres achieved by 
December 31 2018, former Energy Minister Jeff Radebe said 
at a media briefing early last year. 

China reduces carbon emissions 
Another good case study is how the Chinese government is 
pushing Chinese companies, especially state-owned enter-
prises under its control, to improve sustainability practices.  
Considering that China is the second biggest contributor 
of emissions in the world, it is imperative that the country’s 
policies and programmes geared towards reducing its carbon 
emissions. Some of the measures that have been undertaken 
by the Chinese government  over the past decade include 
added accounting rules on pollution-related costs; enabled 

details of companies violating environmental laws to be publicly 
released – a name-and shame measure  and it has amended the 
company law to emphasise social and moral responsibility and 
the Tort Law to hold polluters liable. While these measures have 
been put in place, China still has a long way to go to clean up its 
environment and reduce carbon emissions.

What business is doing
On the business front, companies such as oil giant BP have 
also taken measures to lower carbon and reduce emissions 
in their operations, and create low carbon businesses 
through ‘reduce, improve, create’ framework. Last year 
BP achieved zero net growth in operational emissions, 
a methane intensity of 0.2% and 2.5Mte of sustainable 
greenhouse gas emissions reductions activity since 2016, 
according to BP Sustainability Report, 2018. 

We need to do more
Despite notable achievements being recorded across the 
globe, with some countries such as Chile having achieved 
100% renewable energy, the manner in which countries are 
prepared to use the Green Economy as a tool for achieving 
sustainable development is how they frame and design 
their policies. This depends entirely on the countries prior-
ities, political will and commitment, socioeconomic circum-
stances  and capacities.   

Photo: Lightwise 
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Existing SEZs in South Africa 
Coega SEZ –  Eastern Cape Province
Dube Trade Port SEZ –  Kwa Zulu Natal Province
East London SEZ –  Eastern Cape Province
OR Tambo SEZ –  Gauteng Province
Musina-Makhado SEZ –  Limpopo Province
Richards Bay SEZ –  Kwa Zulu Natal Province
Saldanha Bay SEZ –  Western Cape Province
Atlantis SEZ –  Western Cape Province
Maluti –A-Phofung SEZ –  Free State Province 
Nkomazi SEZ –  Mpumalanga Province

Proposed but not Designated
Bojanala SEZ –  North West Province
Tubatse SEZ –  Limpopo Province
Upington SEZ –  Northern Cape Province
Wild Coast SEZ –  Eastern Cape Province

The current focus on the SEZ implementation programme is on 
attracting Investments for SEZs as well as policy alignment with 
key stakeholders.  

The ultimate objective of the conference was to bring together 
key players in the national SEZ space together with international 
SEZs. Such a gathering provided a platform where ideas were 
shared and innovative solutions were proposed to facilitate 
and build vibrant Special Economic Zones as well as ensuring 
investment in South Africa.

Follow the link for  additional SEZ sectors information:  
http://www.thedti.gov.za/industrial_development/sez.jsp

Contact us for any additional questions/enquiries regarding SEZs.  
Kindly contact: SEZenquiries@thedti.gov.za
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South African designer Amanda Laird Cherry’s 
gorgeous shoe collection offers the best comfort 
your feed could ever ask for. Available in strappy 
sandals, ankle boot wedges, brogue lace-ups, 

they have one thing in common – happy feet for those 
who own a pair. 

Whether you are walking a distance or seating all day, 
their therapeutic innersoles are at work giving your feet 
the love they deserve as they carry you through life. 
They are just irresistible yet reasonably priced; you will 
not pay more than US$45.

one writer, who has experienced the shoes, explains why 
she loves Cherry. “Let’s start with their looks. They are 
simply beautiful. They are sexy in an unsexy way. They 
transcend seasons and trends. They are also incredibly 
comfortable. The material is soft - callouses, bunions 
and other things that ruin our feet stand no chance. 
They’re superlight - wearing them is like walking on air,” 
she said.

It is not surprising that Cherry’s shoes are worn around 
the world as her early years, just after graduating in 1983 
with fashion design qualifications at Natal Technikon 
and Durban University of Technology in Durban in South 
Africa, were spent working in the studios of two boutiques 
before joining Instinct, a surf and sportswear brand.

Compiled by Business unusual Although produced in Southern Africa, 65% of Instinct 
Sportswear was exported to the US, while the balance 
was sold in Canada, the UK, France, Holland, Germany, 
Portugal, Spain, Italy, Australia and Japan. She was 
design director and remained at Instinct for nearly 10 
years. This helped Cherry acquire the experience she 
required once she established her own brand.

Her approach to fashion has always been so wholesome 
since the Durban Designer Collection shows in the 
1990s, the first fashion week held in South Africa, where 
she participated on numerous occasions. She then 
moved to showing her seasonal ranges at the South 
African Fashion Week and the South African Menswear 
Week. 

Cherry has exhibited at the London Fashion Week 
Expo and has presented on multiple occasions at the 
prestigious Design Indaba Conference and Expo in 
Cape Town. In 2000 she opened the South African 
chain store The Space as well as her own eponymous 
clothing company, Amanda Laird Cherry Apparel. She 
is known internationally and shares her time between 
South Africa and the US.

Cherry’s products have been featured in TIME magazine, 
Wallpaper (twice), British Vogue, Trace New York, a 
Norwegian Sunday newspaper and a Swedish magazine. 
Back to the shoes. Your feet deserve a pair and while 
you are at it, check out her well seamed garments at 
www.amandalairdcherry.com.   

Sole Comforts

ECLECTIC ELEGANCE
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These shoes comfort soothes the feet. Photo: Supplied by Amanda Laird Cherry studios.      



Check out some of the best family-friendly and all-inclusive 
stress free resorts around the world.

Compiled by Business unusual 

DESTINATIONS
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5 Family-Friendly Resorts

1) BuILT WITh ChILDREN IN MIND  
 Beaches Negril Resort & Spa - Negril, Jamaica 

Located on Jamaica’s beautiful Seven Mile Beach, Beaches 
Negril Resort & Spa is a highly rated family-friendly destination 
designed with children in mind. An expansive property with 
a kids’ camp, teen hangout area and waterpark, breakfasts 
with Sesame Street characters are a hit. A teen nightclub and 
self-service ice cream bar will keep the older ones happy, while 
bonfires on the beach, talent shows and a mini golf course 
are perfect for family activities. Parents will be happy with the 
resort’s beautiful ocean view rooms and access to the white 
sand beaches with bright blue waters. They can also indulge 
in pampering sessions at the Red Lane Spa. Popular outdoor 
activities include parasailing, kayaking and snorkel trips are 
top-notch. Visit https://www.beaches.com/resorts/negril/  
for more information.

2) ROCK CLIMBING AND MORE
 Coconut Bay Beach Resort & Spa, Saint Lucia

Located on 85 acres, including a mile-long white sand 

beach, Coconut Bay Beach Resort & Spa offers 250 rooms, 
with a separate wing called Splash just for families. You’ll 
receive a family welcome pack and a daily themed family 
amenity delivered to your room. Their CocoLand Kidz 
Club offers activities for infants to 12-year-olds with a 
mini-zipline, mini-rock climbing wall, water playground and 
more. Parents will receive a cellphone to keep tabs on their 
kids. There’s also a teen programme that offers glow beach 
parties, introductory kite surfing and karaoke. A round of 
family paintball is included with your stay. There are no 
additional resort fees. There’s an onsite spa, two adults-only 
pools, rum tasting, dance classes and oceanfront yoga. 
Visit https://cbayresort.com for more information.

3) EDuCATIONAL GETAWAY
 Lapa Rios Ecolodge, Costa Rica

Situated on a private Costa Rican nature reserve with 
900 acres of lowland tropical rainforest, Lapa Rios offers 
an unforgettable nature immersive experience to guests. 
Your family can choose one of 17 luxury bungalows with 
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open air screens, a private deck and outdoor rain shower. 
Wildlife talks, cooking demonstrations and waterfall hikes 
all combine to create great memories for young explorers. 
Kids can plant and name their own tree in the volunteer 
secondary rainforest. This resort offers plenty of educational 
opportunities and lessons in conservation for eco-minded 
parents. But it also provides time for sipping watermelon 
water by the chemical-free pool overlooking the Golfo 
Dulce and Pacific ocean. Visit https://www.laparios.com 
for more information

4) ROYAL TREATMENT  
 Old Palace Resort, Egypt

The staff at old Palace Resort work tirelessly to make your 
stay enjoyable and are highly professional with children. The 
view from the room is stunning. You can travel as a family with 
small or older children. The food is lovely, with something 
for everyone. You can snorkel and see the marine fish 
around the coral that is about 4m from the shore line. One 
of the two pools is for water games for all ages, the second 

pool is quite and relaxed. You and your family can book a 
trip to an island Malmaya. It’s definitely worth a visit. Visit  
http://oldpalaceresort.com for more information.

5) FOR ALL OCCASIONS  
Shamwari Riverdene Family Lodge, South Africa
A family safari is a brilliant way to make the most of the 
school holidays, and the Shamwari Riverdene Family 
Lodge in the Eastern Cape is just the place to be. Game 
drives are perfect for little ones over the age of four, while 
the swimming pool is guaranteed to keep you all cool and 
entertained for hours. Spotting zebra, giraffe and even the 
magnificent rhinoceros in its natural habitat, is something 
you’ll never forget. The Eastern Cape is blessed with 
natural and cultural diversity, which is untainted. It’s 
especially renowned for the evergreen vegetation of the 
Tsitsikamma Forest at the end of the Garden Route. This is 
an absolute road trip with scenery and arriving at Shamwari 
tops it all. Visit https://www.shamwari.com/about-us/
eastern-cape-regional-info/ for more information.  

This poolside view can be enjoyed at the Shamwari Riverdene Family Lodge, South Africa. Photo: Ryan Plakonouris.
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Laying the foundation

ANGOLA 
EvENT:  AMC, first Angolan Mining Conference &   
   Exhibition
DATE:   November 20-21
vENuE:  Luanda, Angola

The inaugural Angolan Mining Conference & Exhibition (AMC 
2019) takes place from November 20-21, in Luanda, Angola. 
The event is organized by the Ministry of Mineral Resources 
and Petroleum in association with AME Trade Ltd, UK. 

CONTACT: DAN COBERMAN
 +44 207 700 4949
 AMC@ametrade.org
 www.ametrade.org/CIESM

SENEGAL 
EvENT:  Fourth Regional Energy Summit: West Africa
DATE:   December 2-3
vENuE:  King Fahd Palace Hotel, Senegal

The fourth annual edition of the Regional Energy Summit: West 
Africa will be held Dakar, Senegal, from December 2-3 at the 
King Fahd Palace Hotel. The summit will bring together more 
than 300 investors, project leaders and utilities stakeholders to 
engage and present the latest developments on enhancing the 
energy mix within the wider West Africa region. The summit 
will feature project focused discussions on gas, wind and hydro 
and will showcase investment opportunities through regional 
anchor projects, infrastructure financing and the future of 
renewable energy in Senegal and beyond.

CONTACT:
 Visit the website for more information: www.res-west.com.



SOuTh AFRICA 

EvENT:  AFRICAPPP, Infrastructure Investment Partnerships
DATE:   October 22-24
vENuE:  The Westin Cape Town, South Africa

AME Trade Ltd presents the 11th edition of the AFRICAPPP, 
Infrastructure Investment Partnerships Conference from 
october 22-24 at the Westin Cape Town. AFRICAPPP, is the 
established platform focused on reducing the infrastructure 
gap by using a collaborative approach between the public 
and private sectors effectively, efficiently and economically 
implement infrastructure projects. The aim of AFRICAPPP 
2019 is to expand the dialogue between the investors, 
projects owners and developers to analyse the different 
approaches from traditional to innovative public, private 
partnerships mechanisms to find sustainable solutions for the 
implementation of infrastructure and energy projects.

CONTACT: LAuRA SITZIA
 +44 207 700 4949
 appp@ametrade.org
 www.ametrade.org/africappp

QATAR 

EvENT:  INDEX Qatar 2019
DATE:   October 22-24
vENuE:  Doha Exhibition & Convention Centre
ENTRANCE: Free registration

Now in its third year, INDEX Qatar has established itself as the 
only trade fair exclusively dedicated to the interior design sector 
in the country. With its exceptional diversity of international 
exhibitors, the show offers architects, interior designers, hotel 
outfitters, retailers, furniture stores and wholesalers in Qatar an 
opportunity to source the most comprehensive category mix of 
products and services while keeping abreast with the latest design 
trends. Exhibiting at INDEX Qatar will provide participants with 
unique access to buyers and specifiers of interiors and fit-out 
services in hospitality, commercial, retail and residential sectors 
which are now expanding at an incredible pace and scale during 
this period of major national development.

CONTACT: 
  Nidhi Masson: Sales - NidhiMasson@dmgevents.com
  Winston Pinto: Marketing - winstonpinto@dmgevents.com
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10 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD INVEST IN SOUTH AFRICA

1
2
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5
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HOT EMERGING MARKET
South Africa has a growing middle class, affluent consumer base and excellent returns on 
investment.

NO.1 DIVERSIFIED ECONOMY IN AFRICA
South Africa is the leading services destination, regional manufacturing hub and most 
industrialised country in Africa.

LARGEST PRESENCE OF MULTI-NATIONALS ON AFRICAN CONTINENT
South Africa is the multinationals’ location of choice. Global corporates enjoy benefits of 
doing business in the country, with its growing and supportive ecosystem as a hub for 
innovation, tech and fintech.

PROGRESSIVE CONSTITUTION AND INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY
South Africa has a progressive Constitution and an independent judiciary. It has a mature, 
accessible legal system, providing certainty and respect for the law. Ranked no. 1 in Africa 
for the protection of investment and minority investors.

R

FAVOURABLE MARKET ACCESS TO GLOBAL MARKETS
The African Continental Free Trade Area will boost intra-Africa trade and create a market 
of more than one-billion people with a GDP of $2.6 trillion that will unlock industrial 
development. South Africa has several trade agreements that provide an export platform 
into global markets.

ABUNDANT NATURAL RESOURCES
South Africa is abundantly endowed with precious metals, is the world’s leading producer 
of PGMs, the sixth-largest producer of gold, has world-renowned underground mining 
expertise, and more than 110 listed mining companies with operations in the country.

ADVANCED FINANCIAL SERVICES AND BANKING SECTOR
South Africa has a sophisticated banking sector with a major footprint in Africa and 
is a financial hub in Africa, with the JSE being the largest stock exchange by market 
capitalisation.

WORLD-CLASS INFRASTRUCTURE AND LOGISTICS
With government investment of more than R1 trillion and continued investment in 
infrastructure, South Africa has the largest air and port network that links into the African 
continent. It is ranked no. 1 in Africa on the World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index.

YOUNG TRAINABLE LABOUR FORCE 
South Africa has a number of world-class universities and technikons, producing a skilled, 
talented and capable workforce. It offers a diversified skill set, emerging talent, large pool 
of trainable labour, and government support for training and skills development.

EXCELLENT QUALITY OF LIFE  
Favourable cost of living, diversified culture, cuisine and sports destination all year round. 
Renowned hospitality sector.
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